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Experience safe and easy rides with Bike Rentals in BhubaneswarExperience safe and easy rides with Bike Rentals in Bhubaneswar
offered by driEV. Choose from the widest range of electric scootersoffered by driEV. Choose from the widest range of electric scooters
that best fits your commute and pay for only what you use with ourthat best fits your commute and pay for only what you use with our
‘lowest running cost’ model. We offer a quick booking and delivery‘lowest running cost’ model. We offer a quick booking and delivery
mechanism to make your bike delivery fast and simple. Book now tomechanism to make your bike delivery fast and simple. Book now to
avail driEV’s efficient and sanitised electric bike rental serviceavail driEV’s efficient and sanitised electric bike rental service
anywhere in Bhubaneswar and Cuttack. Your electric bike is just a anywhere in Bhubaneswar and Cuttack. Your electric bike is just a clickclick
away!away!
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driEVdriEV, an electric scooter rental platform began as an initiative to help, an electric scooter rental platform began as an initiative to help
people acquaint themselves with micro-mobility and the benefits of EV.people acquaint themselves with micro-mobility and the benefits of EV.
Being Odisha’s first electric scooter rental provider startup, driEV hasBeing Odisha’s first electric scooter rental provider startup, driEV has
been providing pocket-friendly, light-weight, comfortable, noise-freebeen providing pocket-friendly, light-weight, comfortable, noise-free
and secured rides to its customers through its easy book and quickand secured rides to its customers through its easy book and quick
delivery mechanism. We aim to revolutionise micro-mobility anddelivery mechanism. We aim to revolutionise micro-mobility and
address the needs of the public through sustainable, green and future-address the needs of the public through sustainable, green and future-
proof models that are accessible, affordable and shareable for all. Weproof models that are accessible, affordable and shareable for all. We
also hope to combat climate change and global warming and preservealso hope to combat climate change and global warming and preserve
our resources for tomorrow.our resources for tomorrow.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/driev-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/driev-
bike-11648bike-11648
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